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Abstract
The rules for constructing Lagrangian formulation for general supereld theory of elds
(GSTF) are introduced and considered on the whole in the framework of proposed here
new general supereld quantization method for general gauge theories.
Algebraic, group-theoretic and analytic description aspects for supervariables over
(Grassmann) algebras containing anticommuting generating element θ and interpreted
further in particular as a "odd" time are examined.
Superfunction SL(θ)  SL

A(θ), dA(θ)dθ , θ

and its global symmetries are dened on
the extended space (supermanifold) ToddMclfθg parametrized by local coordinates: su-
perelds Aı(θ), dAı(θ)dθ , θ. Extremality properties of the superfunctional Z[A] =
R
dθSL(θ)
are analyzed together with properties of corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. System
of denitions for Lagrangian formulation of GSTF is suggested.
Component (on θ) formulation for GSTF variables and operations is produced. Anal-
ogy between objects and relations of the ordinary classical mechanics and GSTF in La-
grangian formulation is proposed. Realization of the GSTF constructions is demonstrated
on 6 models.
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I Introduction
Investigations in the eld of generalization of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian quantization
methods for gauge theories based on using special types of supertranslations the such as BRST
symmetry [1] and BRST-antiBRST (extended BRST) symmetry [2] have been developed in the
last 15{20 years suciently intensively.
The rules of canonical (BFV [3] and Sp(2) [4]) and Lagrangian (BV [5] and Sp(2) [6]) quan-
tization methods for gauge theories realizing above-mentioned symmetry types have become,
in the rst place, basic for correct investigations of the quantum properties of concrete modern
∗E-mail: reshet@tspu.edu.ru
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models of gauge eld theory and, in the second, have been found in fact to be fundamental as in
explosure of algebraic and geometric-dierential aspects inherent in the methods [3{6] as their
further advance. As to latter two sentences, then conning ourselves to Lagrangian methods it
should be noted a use of algebraic and dierential structures (operations) and quantities of the
BV method in string theories [7].
Possibilities of deformation theory, deformation quantization and homological perturbation
theory were considered in application to generating equations of BV and BFV methods for
their study with help of cohomological theory techniques for Lie groups and algebras [8] and
for corresponding obtaining of gauge eld theory Lagrangians with interaction (see refs.[9]).
So, for instance, a quantum deformation (on h degree) of generalized symplectic structures by
means of star multiplication [10] was used in order to establish relationship between Fedosov
deformation quantization [11] and BFV-BRST quantization of dynamical systems with II class
constraints [12].
Ingredients of BV method considered from viewpoint of supermathematics and theory of
supermanifolds [13] have found more or less clear classied geometric matter [14] (see paper
[15] and references therein as well) being by more complicated analog of symplectic geometry.
The development of quantization scheme [5] in the eld of introduction a more general class
of gauge conditions than commuting with respect to antibracket, i.e. nonabelian hypergauges,
was suggested in ref.[16]. In its turn, Sp(2)-covariant Lagrangian quantization method was in-
tensively improved that was expressed both in its generalization in the form of Sp(2)-symmetric
method [17], then of triplectic one [18] and in creation of one from variants of the corresponding
dierential geometry [19]. A presence of Z2-graded dierential structures and quantities on su-
perspaces and, more generally, on supermanifolds permitted one to consider the generalization
of (ordinary) dierential equations concept by means of introduction of the so-called "Shander’s
supertime" [20] Γ= (t; ). Γ includes together with even parameter t 2 R, in the sense of xed
Z2-grading, the odd parameter  (
2 = 0) as well. The fact that variable  can be used as "odd
time" for BV method formulation was noted by O¨:F:Dayi [21].
The realization of the fact that BRST (extended BRST) symmetry can be realized, in a some
sense, in the form of translations along variable  (; ) [22] had led, in rst, to extension of D-
dimensional Minkovski space to superspace parametrized by sets of supernumbers zM = (xµ; )
zM = (xµ; ; )

, where xµ;  = 0; 1; : : : ; D − 1 are coordinates in R1,D−1 and, in second,
to special supereld construction of action functional for Yang-Mills type theories [23]. By
distinctive feature of that construction is the point that gauge supereld multiplet has consisted
of gauge classical and ghost elds.
One from versions of supereld generalization of the Lagrangian BRST quantization method
for arbitrary gauge theories was given in ref.[24] and in [25] for the case of (Sp(2)) BLT one [6].
The extrapolation of the supereld method [24] of BV quantization for nonabelian hypergauges
[16] is proposed in ref.[26].
However, given quantization scheme [24] has a number of problematic places (including
problems of fundamental nature), which, in general, reduce on component (on ) formulation
level to discrepancy with quantities and relations of BV method. Besides, a supereld real-
ization of some(!) ingredients of BV method both on the whole and for concrete eld theory
models was considered in ref.[27].
In Hamiltonian formalism of quantization for dynamical systems with constraints (BFV
method) the version of supereld quantization was suggested as well (among them in opera-
tor formulation) with its generalization to the case of arbitrary phase space (i.e. with local
coordinates not corresponding to Darboux theorem) [28]. This formulation of quantization
(with modications) and its connection with objects and relations from BV method have been
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considered in ref.[29].
Quantization variant [24] has important methodological signicance consisting in fact that
the multiplet contents of superelds and superantields, dened on the superspace R1,D−1j1
with coordinates (xµ; ), include into themselves, in a natural way, componentwise with respect
to expansion in powers of  the sets of such (anti)elds which can be identied with all variables
of BV method [5] (elds A, auxiliary elds A, antields A and sources JA to elds 
A). In the
second place, an action of all dierential-algebraic structures: superantibracket, odd operators
U; V; was realized in the explicit supereld form on superalgebra of functionals with derivation
(locally) dened on a supermanifold with coordinates A();A(). In the third, the generating
equation is formulated in terms of above-mentioned objects and generating functional of Green’s
functions Z[] (in notations of paper [24]) is constructed, and its properties formally repeating
a number of ones for corresponding functional from BV method are established.
The work opens by itself a number of papers devoted to development of new general super-
eld quantization method for gauge theories in Lagrangian formalism of their description. The
complete and noncontradictory formulation of all the statements of the method requires accu-
rate and successive introduction in supereld form of all the quantities being used in quantum
eld theory, for example, generating functionals of Green’s functions, including eective action,
together with correct study of their properties such as gauge invariant renormalization, gauge
dependence and so on.
Existence theorems for solutions of generating equations being used in the method and
for similar statements in further development of this approach, for instance, for nonabelian
hypergauges are the key and more complicated objects for investigation, than in BV scheme.
The correct supereld formulation for classical theory based on variational principle and
having by one’s denitely chosen restriction the usual quantum eld theory model with standard
classical action functional S0(A) of classical gauge elds Aı, composing the zero component with
respect to expansion on  in the supereld multiplet Aı(), is the necessary(!) condition for
accurate establishment of general rules for general supereld quantization method (GSQM) in
Lagrangian formalism. Quantities and relations of above-described classical theory will have
the adequate correspondence with BV quantization objects and operations.
The purpose of present work is the construction according to what has been said above of
the Lagrangian formulation1 for GSTF. The paper is written in the following way.
In Sec.II elements of algebra including group-theoretic ones on Grassmann algebra 1()
with a single generating element  are considered. The canonical group-theoretic realization of
superspace M is constructed. M is parametrized by sets of coordinates (za; ), where za are
coordinates of usual superspace with space-time supersymmetry type. Supereld (in mentioned
sense) representations, including (ir)reducible ones, of corresponding supergroup in superspace
of superfunctions on M are shortly examined.
Technically main questions of algebra and analysis on superalgebras of special superfunctions
on M, which are connected both with possibility of representation for those superfunctions and
with variational calculus, are analyzed in Sec.III.
Section IV is devoted to study of algebraic properties of the rst order dierential operators
acting on superalgebra of superfunctions on ToddMcl  fg. Properly Lagrangian formulation







dened on ToddMcl  fg together with its maximal
global symmetry group. Necessary questions from theory of ordinary dierential equations
1the term "Lagrangian formulation" of classical theory or GSTF does not coincide with respect to sense with
notion "Lagrangian formalism" in the set expression: GSQM in the Lagrangian formalism
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with odd dierential operator d
dθ
are considered here as well. Euler-Lagrange equations for
superfunctional Z[A] = R dSL() are deduced.
The detailed systematic research of the Lagrangian formulation for GSTF is carried out
in Sec.VI, namely, for Euler-Lagrange equations together with introduction a concept on con-
straints and ideas concerning gauge theories and gauge transformations of general and special
types.
The component (on ) formulation for objects and relations of Lagrangian formalism for
GSTF is suggested in Sec.VII. An application of general statements of Secs.II{VII is demon-
strated in Sec.VIII on three simple eld-theoretic GSTF models describing a massive complex
spinless scalar supereld, massive spinor supereld of spin 1
2
, massless vector supereld (of
helicity 1 for D = 4). Given models, representing the free theories, can be directly gener-
alized to the case when the corresponding superelds take values in an arbitrary semisimple
Lie superalgebra forming some isotopic vectors. Note in connection with the last remark, that
those models appear, in fact, by the base ones for construction of the interacting supereld
(on ) Yang-Mills type models in realizing of the gauge principle [33]. Besides, obvious gen-
eralizations onto supereld (on ) models with self-interaction are proposed for the rst two
examples whereas in the case of vector supereld the massive analog of free theory leading to
the supereld generalization of the Proca model is considered.
Finally, concluding propositions and analogy for GSTF in Lagrangian formalism with usual
classical mechanics complete the paper in Sec.IX.
For satisfaction to requirements of mathematical correctness it is necessary to note the
conditions in framework of which the work is made. It is supposed that on supermanifold of
classical superelds Aı() (usually one considers a vector bundle with M as a base) a trivial
atlas is given or its consideration is bounded by a denite neighbourhood in ignoring the
topological aspects. As consequence of the latter assumptions local supermanifold coordinates
are dened globally, and therefore the elements of dierential geometry on given supermanifold
are not considered in an invariant coordinate free form.
In paper it is used the standard condensed De Witt’s notations [30]. The total left derivative







Supereld partial right derivative of dierentiable superfunction J ()  J (A(); A(); ) with






@A()  J ; () : (1.2)
II Elements of Algebra and Group Theory on Λ1().
Canonical Realization of Superspace M
Let us consider a supergroup J being by the direct product
J = J  P (2.1)
of Lie supergroup J and one-parameter supergroup
P = fh 2 P j h() = exp ({pθ)g ; (2.2)
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where  2 11()), i.e. to subspace of odd elements with respect to nilpotent generating element






[pθ; pθ]+ = 0) is the basis element of Lie superalgebra corresponding to P . The latter
can be realized as the translation supergroup acting on Grassmann algebra of superfunctions
over 1()
~1() = fg() 2 ~1() j g() = g0 + g1; g0; g1 2 EKg ; (2.3)
where EK is the algebra of functions over K. Namely, the formula is valid
h()g() = g( + ); 8h() 2 P; 8g() 2 ~1() : (2.4)
It follows from Eq.(2.4) that translation generator pθ is realized by means of dierential operator
d
dθ
pθ = −{ d
d
: (2.5)
Regarding that J is a semidirect product of Lie supergroup M on a some Lie subsupergroup
J ~A from the supergroup
JA of all automorphisms of M
J = M J ~A ; (2.6)
and taking into account that J ~A ’ (e; J ~A)2 is the Lie subsupergroup in J , we obtain the
canonical realization of superspace ~M as the quotient space J=J ~A.
Because of the formula 8g 2 J; 8h 2 P : gh = hg and representing J with allowance made
for (2.2) in the form
J = (M J ~A) P ’ (M  P ) J ~A ; (2.7)
obtain the representation for superspace M
M = J=J ~A = ~M ~P ; (2.8)
where sign "" from the right hand side denotes a Cartesian product of the superspaces ~M
and one-dimensional ~P
~M = J=J ~A ’ ( J  fePg)/J ~A3; ~P ’ (feg  P ) J ~A/J ~A : (2.9)
Next, consider as Lie supergroup J the group of space-time supersymmetry, the such that ~M
is the real superspace-time (usually being called the "real superspace"), with which one deals
in the supereld formulations of the supersymmetric eld theory models. Then, choosing J in
the form of Poincare type supergroup acting in the corresponding quotient space
~M = R1,D−1jNc; c = 2[D/2] ; (2.10)
where D is the dimension of Minkowski space, N is the number of supersymmetries, [x] is the
integer part of number x 2 R, the global symmetry supergroup can be realized according to
(2.6) under validity of representation (2.8).
2e is the unit in M , and "’" is the sign of group isomorphism
3eP , eJ¯ appear by the units in P and J respectively
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More general symmetry supergroups being encountered, for instance, in (super)gravity and
(super)string theories can be obtained by localization of J up to supergroup of general coordi-
nate transformations simultaneously with introduction of Riemann metric on ~M.
The elements from M (2.8) are parametrized by following local coordinates in a basis
determined by generators from M and {pθ
(za; ) =

xµ; Aj ; 

;  = 0; 1; : : : ; D − 1; A = 1; : : : ; 2[D/2]; j = 1; N : (2.11)
Indices ;A correspond to usual vector () and spinor (A) Lorentz ones, and  2 1() is the
coordinate corresponding to ~P (2.9).
The action of supergroup P on the points from M with coordinates (za; ) follows from
denitions (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and identity h()  (e J ; h())
8h() 2 P : h()(za; ) = (za; h()) = (za;  + ) ; (2.12)
whereas the action of J , taking account of the identity g  (g; eP ), g 2 J , has the form
8g 2 J : g(za; ) = (gza; ) : (2.13)
With regard to realization of the action of P on M in the form (2.12) it follows the validity of
representation for quantity pθ as the vector eld on M according to formula (2.5)




Presence of Z2-grading with respect to  in M makes the following representation one-valued
M = 0M 1M ~M ~P ; dimM = (dim ~M; dim ~P ) = (DjNc; 1) ; (2.15)
where DjNc and 1 appear by dimensions of even and odd subsuperspaces 0M, 1M respectively,
whereas D and Nc are ones of even and odd subsuperspaces in M with respect to Lorentz ( J)
Z2-grading.
The action of boson projectors Pa(); a = 0; 1 is dened on 1() with standard properties
Pa()Pb() = abPa(); a; b = 0; 1 (without sum on a);
X
a
Pa() = 1 : (2.16)
a1(); a = 0; 1 are their proper subsuperspaces correspondingly (Pa()
a1() =
a1()). The
action of projectors Pa() is continued in a natural way to action on ~1(), so that for any
g() 2 ~1() being by Grassmann function (further called by superfunction) the equalities are
valid taking account of (2.3)
P0()g() = g0 ; P1()g() = g1 : (2.17)
The same is true, if instead of EK one takes the algebra of functions over superspace M. In
this case 0M and 1M are the proper subsuperspaces for P0() and P1() respectively.
The simple matrix realization for elements from 1(), projectors Pa() exists, if 1() is
considered only as an algebra. Namely, associate 8a() 2 1() : a() = a0 + a1; a0;a1 2 K in




















we verify the set of upper-triangular 2  2 matrices over K with equal elements on diagonal
and with usual matrix multiplication is isomorphic as algebra to Grassmann one 1().
Considering 1() only as two-dimensional vector space (in ignoring of its multiplication
operation) by means of mapping





; a0; a1 2 K ; (2.20)
one can obtain the realization of projectors Pa() acting on 1() in representation (2.20) in






















The projectors can be realized in the form of the 1st order dierential operators, if to mean by
a() 2 1() the series in powers of  (a() is trivially dierentiable with respect to  element
from 1() [13])
P0() = 1−  d
d




Two last realizations of 1() (2.20){(2.22) are transferred without modications on ~1() and
DjNc+1(za; ;K) being by Grassmann algebra over K with D even xµ and (Nc+ 1) odd Aj ; 
generating elements [13]. On the other hand, the important interpretation given by (2.18),
(2.19) loses one’s validity at such extension because of nontrivial permutability of a0; a1 with .
A study of supergroup J irreducible nite-dimensional representations, including supereld
ones, is the main problem. Leaving the detailed investigation of this task out the paper’s scope
remark that due to the triviality of group P occurence into J given question, in fact, is reduced
to the study of supergroup J irreducible nite-dimensional representations.
An irreducible supereld representation of J are realized (among them) on the superelds
of "Lorentz" ( J) type [31]
Aı(); { = (1; : : : ; k; (A1j1); : : : ; (Amjm); za); p = 0; 1; : : : ; D − 1 ;
Ar = 1; : : : ; 2
[D/2]; js = 1; : : : ; N; p = 1; k; r; s = 1; m ; (2.23)
to be regarded as Grassmann analytic functions (superfunctions) on DjNc+1(za; ;K) with val-
ues in the corresponding representation space. Superelds Aı() are homogeneous with respect
to Grassmann parity operator " acting on the ~DjNc+1(za; ;K) being by the superalgebra of
superfunctions determined on DjNc+1(za; ;K)
" : ~DjNc+1(za; ;K)! Z2 ; (2.24)
which is regarded as the additive homomorphism of superalgebras. Grassmann parity " can
be represented in the form of direct sum of Grassmann parities " J and "P being considered as
additive homomorphisms of the corresponding superalgebras
" = " J + "P ; " J : ~DjNc(z
a;K) ! Z2; "P : ~1(;K) ! Z2 ; (2.25)
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trivially continued up to mapping on ~DjNc+1(za; ;K). Thus, " J and "P are Grassmann parities
for superfunctions with respect to generating elements za and  respectively. Elements from
~DjNc(za;K) are the superfunctions, which the (ir)reducible supereld representation of J is
realized on, and being by restriction of the supergroup J representation T onto J : Tj J .
In accordance with (2.24), (2.25) " J , "P , " are dened on the generating elements z
a;  in
following way
("P ; " J ; ")x
µ = ("P (
Ai); " J(
Ai) + 1; "(Ai) + 1) = ("P () + 1; " J(); "() + 1) = (0; 0; 0):(2.26)
Component elds in Aı() are given by the expansion in powers of  [24] and have the table of
" J , "P , " parities
Aı() = Aı + ı;
Aı ı ı Aı()
"P 0 1 0 0
" J "ı "ı "ı "ı
" "ı "ı + 1 "ı "ı :
(2.27)
Thus, the homogeneous with respect to " supereld Aı() has " J , "P parities as for one’s P0()-
component eld Aı. In addition to tables (2.26), (2.27) dene for formal elements (dierentials)








) the values of " J , "P ,
" parities to be consistent with (2.26)
("P ; " J ; ")B = ("P ; " J ; ")dB = ("P ; " J ; ")
d
dB
; B 2 fxµ; Ai; g : (2.28)
Tables of parities (gradings) (2.26){(2.28) show that for component elds Aı and ı the con-
nection between spin and statistic is standard with respect to " J , but with respect to " for 
ı
one is wrong. The latter reflects the nontrivial facts of the generating element  presence and
"P 6 0.
Fields Aı and ı are the elements of supergroup J (ir)reducible eld representation in
superfunction space ~DjNc(za;K) over DjNc(za;K).
Classical superelds Aı() are transformed with respect to a some, in general case, reducible
supereld nite-dimensional representation T of group J . In this case the irreducible represen-
tation of supergroup P is one-dimensional and operators T (h()) act on Aı() as translations
along .
The transformation laws
Aı() 7! A0ı(0) = (T (e; ~g)A)ı(); ~g 2 J ~A4 ; (2.29)
Aı() 7! A0ı() = (T (e; ~g)A)ı(T (h−1())) = (T (e; ~g)A)ı( − ) ; (2.30)
realize the nite-dimensional supereld and innite-dimensional supereld representations re-
spectively with generator of translations along 
T (pθ) = −{ d
d
; (2.31)
acting in ~DjNc+1(za; ;K).
The action of projector system Pa() is naturally continued onto supermanifold Mcl = fAı()g
parametrized by Aı() as the local coordinates
Pa()Mcl = aMcl; a = 0; 1; Mcl = 0Mcl  1Mcl : (2.32)
4in transformation law (2.29) it is realized, for instance, the analog of the relativity principle for Poincare
group for D = 4
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Remarks:
1) Other possibilities for nontrivial extension of supergroup J , in a some sense, being analogous
to method of the Poincare group extension up to N = 1 supersymmetry supergroup, are not
considered here;
2) for homogeneous with respect to " elements a(); b() 2 ~DjNc+1(za; ;K) the following rule
for permutability under multiplication is valid
a()b() = (−1)ε(a(θ))ε(b(θ))b()a() : (2.33)
III Elements of Analysis on ToddMcl  fg (Series,
Derivatives, Integrals, Variational Calculus)
Starting from supermanifold Mcl of superelds Aı() (formally we suppose { = 1; : : : ; n; n =
(n+; n−), n+(n−) is the number of boson (fermion) with respect to " J degrees of freedom entering
in condensed index {; formula5 (2.23) shows on index { possible structure), being more precisely
by a special tensor bundle over M, let us formally construct the following supermanifolds (see
the reservation in the end of introduction) ToddMcl, ToddMclfg parametrized by coordinates
(Aı(); Aı()) and (Aı(); Aı(); ) respectively.
Dene the superalgebra of superfunctions K[[ToddMcl  fg]] given on ToddMcl  fg with
elements being by formal power series with respect to generating elements Aı(); Aı(); . In
particular, K[[ToddMcl  fg]] contains the superalgebra of superfunctions K[ToddMcl  fg]




2 K[[ToddMclfg]] the following transformation laws hold under action of the representation





















(T (e; ~g)A)( − ); (T (e; ~g) A)();  − 

: (3.2)
To obtain (3.1), (3.2) the readily veriable transformation laws for derivative of superelds

































= 1 : (3.4)
By denition, F() is expanded in formal power series (in nite sum for polynomials corre-

















~A ()l() ~A(ı)k() ; (3.5)
5besides of formula (2.23), index ı can certainly contain the discrete indices, characterizing the belonging of
Aı(θ) to representation space of some other groups, for example, of the Yang-Mills type
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F()l(A(); )  F1...l(A(); ) ; F(ı)k()l()  Fı1...ık 1...l() : (3.6b)
Coecients of the expansion in (3.5) appear themselves by superfunctions F()l(A(); ) 2
K[[Mcl  fg]] (or to K[Mcl  fg]) or by F(ı)k()l() 2 ~DjNc+1(za; ;K); k; l = 0; 1; : : : ;
and possessing by ambiguity which is partially removed by means of the following generalized
symmetry properties written, for instance, for F(ı)k()l()
F(ı)k()l() = (−1)εısεıs−1Fı1...ısıs−1...ık()l() =
(−1)(εr +1)(εr−1+1)F(ı)k 1...rr−1... l(); s = 2; k; r = 2; l : (3.7)
Introducing operations of dierentiation with respect to Aı(); Aı() on K[[ToddMclfg]]
one can turn this set into superalgebra of the k-times dierentiated superfunctions Ck(ToddMcl
fg); k  16. Taking into account of some topological aspects one can equip K[[ToddMclfg]]
with a norm, having turned the last set into functional space. In this case, the series in
Eq.(3.5) can be regarded as convergent ones with respect to mentioned norm and operations of
dierentiation with respect to Aı(); Aı() can suppose to be commutative with sign of sum.
Regarding the Ck  Ck(ToddMclfg) is equipped with above-mentioned structure of norm
and with convergence of series (3.5) with respect to this norm, for an arbitrary superfunction
F() 2 Ck we will suppose to be valid the following expansion in formal functional Taylor’s
series in powers of variations Aı() = (Aı()−Aı0()) and 
A() = ( A()− A0()) in a some








































~A ()l() ~A(ı)k() : (3.8)
Properties (3.6b) are true for coecient superfunctions F(ı)k ()l(A0();
A0(); ) in (3.8). Nota-
tions of the form (3.6a) have been made use in Eq.(3.8) and partial right supereld derivatives
with respect to superelds Aı() and Aı() for xed  are introduced according to (1.2), which
act nontrivially on F() 2 Ck only for coinciding . Their nonzero action on the superelds









= ı : (3.9)
At last, one can use a combination of expansions (3.5) and (3.8) regarding, for instance, that
F() is decomposed with respect to Aı() as a polynomial but with respect to Aı() in the
Taylor’s series in powers of Aı() in a neighbourhood of Aı0(). Remark that the Taylor’s
6k is the complex multi-index: k = (k1, k2), where the numbers k1, k2 denote the maximal values of dier-
entiability with respect to Aı(θ) and
◦
Aı(θ) of elements from Ck(ToddMcl  fθg respectively
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series (3.8) (or mentioned combination of expansions (3.5), (3.8)) for local superfunctions turn
into nite sum.
Action of the projectors Pa() with properties (2.16) is naturally continued onto C
k. How-
ever, in view of explicit and implicit dependences upon  of elements from given superalgebra,
it is convenient to introduce more detailed system of projectors f ~Pa(); U()g; a = 0; 1 decom-
posing Ck in direct sum
Ck(ToddMcl  fg) = Ck(P0(ToddMcl)) Ck(P1(ToddMcl))
Ck(P0(ToddMcl) fg)  0,0Ck  1,0Ck  0,1Ck : (3.10)
The following subsuperspaces in Ck appear to be invariant ones7 under action of projectors
f ~Pa(); U()g
~P0()C
k = 0,0Ck ; ~P1()C
k = 0,1Ck ; U()Ck = 1,0Ck : (3.11)
The properties of the even, relative to " J , "P , " gradings, projectors are characterized by
relations (without sum on b in (3.12))






+ U() = 1 : (3.12)
Projectors ~P1(); U(); P1() appear by derivations on C
k, and for ~P0(); ~P0() the following
rules of action on the product of superfunctions F();J () from Ck are valid
D0()(F()  J ()) = (D0()F())(D0()J ()); D0 2 fP0; ~P0g : (3.13)
According to (3.10), (3.11) an arbitraryF() 2 Ck is decomposed onto nonsupereld component
functions
F(A(); A(); ) = ~P0()F() + U()F() + ~P1()F() 
F(P0A();
A(); 0) + P1()F(A();
A(); 0) + F(P0A();
A(); ) (3.14)
from superalgebras 0,0Ck; 1,0Ck; 0,1Ck respectively.
The realization of any F() 2 Ck as the element from vector superspace in the form of
column-vector consisting of 3 elements
F() 7! ( ~P0()F(); U()F(); ~P1()F())T  (F0,0;F1,0;F0,1)T ; (3.15)
permits one to represent f ~Pa(); U()g in the form of 3 3 matrices
~P0() = diag(1; 0; 0); U() = diag(0; 1; 0); ~P1() = diag(0; 0; 1) : (3.16)
The analytic notation of F() by means of relation (3.8) results in representation of the pro-
jectors under their action on Ck in the form of the 1st order dierential operators
~P0() = 1−  @
@
; U() = P1()Aı() @l
@Aı()




7the only 0,0Ck appears by nontrivial subsuperalgebra, whereas 1,0Ck, 0,1Ck are nilpotent ideals in Ck
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The systems of projectors Pa(), f ~Pb(); U()g, a; b = 0; 1 satisfy to the following algebraic
properties under their mixed composition
~P0() = P0() ; ~P1() + U() = P1() ; (3.19a)
~P0()P1() = ~P1()P0() = P0()U() = 0; ~P1()P1() = ~P1(); P1()U() = U() : (3.19b)




dF(A(); A(); )  d
d
F(); F [A] 2 CF ;F() 2 Ck : (3.20)
The only F1,0 and F0,1 parts of F() give the nontrivial contribution into F [A] . As far as the
operator d
dθ
does not lead out F() from Ck, then F [A] belongs to Ck as well. Besides, F [A]
appears now by the scalar under action of representation T operators, if F() is transformed
according to the rules (3.1) or (3.2).
Remark: Element F() 2 Ck being by function of  represents for xed  the usual functional
on space of the component elds over ~M depending on P0()Aı(); P1()Aı() and
Aı().
For any F(A(); A(); ) 2 Ck and given superfunction J (A(); A(); ) 2 Ck the following
analog of basic lemma of variational calculus holds.
Lemma 1
8F() 2 Ck; J () 2 Ck :
Z
dF()J () = 0 () J () = 0 : (3.21)
It is suciently simple to develop proof with regard for representation (3.20) and decomposition
F();J () on their P0(), P1() component functions.
With help of Lemma 1 one can calculate for superfunctionals of the form (3.20) the variations
of any orders and determine relation between supereld variational derivative of F [A] with
respect to Aı() and partial supereld derivatives (for xed ) of its (F [A]) density F() with






























5F A(); A(); 

 Llı()F() : (3.22b)





















 Lrı ()F() ; (3.23a)







9to obtain the right-hand side in (3.22) it was integrated by parts and was taken into account that integrand















"P 1 0 1
" J "ı "ı "ı
" "ı + 1 "ı "ı + 1 :
(3.24)
The kth supereld variational derivative of superfunctional F [A] with respect to superelds













A(k); k) ; (3.25)
where
(0 − ) = 0 −  ;
Z
d0(0 − )y(0) = y() ; ~k  1; : : : ; k : (3.26)
The supereld variational derivative on Aı() of an arbitrary F(A(0); A(0); 0), provided that
for compulsory noncoincidence of the values  and 0, is determined by relation (3.25) as well.
For its calculation from arbitrary F(A(0); A(0); 0; ~k) 2 Ck(ToddMcl  f0g  f~kg) it is
sucient know how to compute the variational derivatives from Aı(0), Aı(0), whose values
follow from (3.22), (3.25) under corresponding choice of F [A] according to (3.9), (3.26)
lA(0)
Aı() = (−1)









IV Superalgebra Acl of the 1st Order Dierential
Operators on Ck(ToddMcl  fg)
Let us establish a connection between partial supereld derivative (left or right) of superfunc-
tion F() with respect to Aı() and partial derivatives for xed  (left or right) with respect
to component elds P0()Aı() and P1()Aı() not being by elements of supereld representa-
tion space of group J . To this end, use the matrix realization of dierentiable superfunction
F() 2 Ck in the form of column-vector from 2 elements based on the projectors Pa() system
(analogously to Eq.(3.15) for ~Pa(); U())










where symbol "T" denotes the usual transposition. Then, we have for dierential of superfunc-
tion F() induced by variation Aı() 7! (P0()Aı(), P1()Aı())T in expressing in terms
of the right derivatives
dF() = @rF()
@Aı() A







































From latter formula the operatorial one, being true on Ck, follows taking account of realization







To solve the analogous problem with left derivatives assume the following realization to be dual
to (4.1)









Aı() 7−! (P0Aı(); P1Aı()) : (4.4)







The expression for Jacobi supermatrix with right derivatives of F() with respect to Aı() was
in fact introduced in Eq.(4.2) (we replace the sign " 7!" on one of equality)
∥∥∥∥∥@rF()@Aı()
∥∥∥∥∥ =



























Analogously, for Jacobi supermatrix with left derivatives of F() with respect to Aı() we have
∥∥∥∥∥@lF()@Aı()
∥∥∥∥∥ =




























where it is evident, that
@r,lP0F()
@P1Aı()  0 : (4.8)
The component expression for Jacobi supermatrix (4.6) can be obtained by means of tensor
product of row ∂r
∂Aı(θ) as covector on column F() as vector given in Eqs.(4.1) with formation
as a result the type (1,1)-tensor. For supermatrix (4.7) it is necessary to multiply (as tensors)
the vector ∂l
∂Aı(θ) on covector F() given in Eqs.(4.4) with formation as a result the tensor of






⊗θ (P0F(); P1F())T 
∥∥∥∥∥ @r(P0F(); P1F())@(P0Aı(); P1Aı())






⊗θ (P0F(); P1F()) 
∥∥∥∥∥ @l(P0F(); P1F())@(P0Aı(); P1Aı())
∥∥∥∥∥ : (4.9b)
Correctness of the connection formulae (4.3), (4.5) is readily to be ascertained under action of
partial supereld derivative on arbitrary F() 2 Ck with respect to Aı() taking account of the

















































~A(ı)n(); n; k 2 N ; (4.11)


















































@P1()Aı()  0 ; (4.12f)
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that proves the formula (4.3).
Consider on DjNc+1(za; ;K) a special involution transferring point (za; ) into (za;−)
(za; ) = (za; ) = (za;−) = (za; ) (4.13)
and acting as isomorphism (not antiisomorphism (!))
(g(z; )  f(z; )) = (g(z; ))(f(z; )) = g(z; )  f(z; ) ; (4.14a)
((g(z; ))) = g(z; ) ; 8g(z; ); 8f(z; ) 2 DjNc+1(za; ;K) : (4.14b)
This involution is the identity mapping on the subsuperalgebra DjNc(za;K) formed by
P0() components of elements from DjNc+1(za; ;K). Dene the involution continued onto
~DjNc+1(za; ;K), Ck(Mcl  fg), Ck in the following way





where Aı() is the supereld being conjugate to Aı() with respect to involution  with com-
ponents
Aı() = P0()Aı()− P1()Aı(); P1()Aı() = −P1()Aı(); Pa() = Pa() : (4.16)
The restriction of involution  onto 0,0Ck appears by identity mapping. Subspace of superelds








Consider the set Acl of the 1st order dierential operators of the form




U(); a = 0; 1g ; (4.18)
whose elements are determined by means of tensor product (4.9) with help of the formulae






















U−() = (U0 − U1)() = (P1()Aı())⊗θ @l
























Derivatives of the operators Ua(); U+−
















































U−() from all these operators are compatible with supergroup J supereld
representation. In particular,

U+() does not lead out the any F() 2 Ck from Ck under its
action on that element. The only operators U1(),

U0() appear to be invariant with respect
to involution continued by means of relations (4.15), (4.21) onto Acl.






















which for f() = P1()Aı(); g() = P1()A() results in vanishing of the 2nd summand in
(4.24) and permits one to obtain the summary of relations (in omitting of xed  in argument)
1) U2a = a1Ua ; U
2
 = U; U+U− = U− ; U−U+ = −U+ ; (4.25a)
2) [Ua; Ub]− = "abU0 ; [U+; U−]− = 2U0 ; "ab = −"ba; "10 = 1; a; b = 0; 1 ;
[U+; U−]+ = −2U1 ; [U+; Ua]− = (−1)aU0 ; [U−; Ua]− = −U0 ; (4.25b)
3)


























=  U i : (4.25d)
To derive the Eqs.(4.25) the formulae (4.10) have been made use. Relationships (4.25a,b)
demonstrate, that the subset ~Acl in Acl
~Acl = fUi(); i 2 f0; 1;+;−gg Acl (4.26)
appears, in rst, by superalgebra with respect to multiplication  (4.24) and, in second, by
module over Ck, to be more exact over Ck(P0()(ToddMcl)), in third, by resolvable Lie subsu-
peralgebra with respect to commutator [ ; ]− with radical U0(). Set Ua(); a = 0; 1 is the basis
in ~Acl, and one in Acl is given by fUa();

Ua(); a = 0; 1g.
V Foundations of the GSTF in Lagrangian
Formulation
V.1 Initial Information on a Classical Action Superfunction
Let us consider a boson superfunction SL(A();
A(); )  SL() 2 Ck(ToddMcl  fg); k  1
taking values in 1(;R) (for local theories k < 1) and further called as the classical action
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(("P ; " J ; ")SL() = (0; 0; 0)).







T (e; ~g)A(); T (e; ~g) A(); 

= SL(A();
A(); ) ; (5.1)
and with respect to action of the TjP operators SL() is transformed according to the rules











A();  − )  SL(0) ; (5.2)
so that
SL() = SL(











Thus, J is the maximal group of the global symmetry for superfunction SL(). Instead of
P0()





U 1() to be
equal to previous ones under action on any F() 2 Ck. However, operators Ua() are given
in nonsupereld form. By the following step it appears the assumption on existence of critical




A(); ) ; ("P ; " J ; ")Z[A] = (1; 0; 1) : (5.4)
It implies the validity of Euler-Lagrange type equations (see Eqs.(3.22)) by calculating of 1Z[A]













ASL()  Llı()SL() = 0 : (5.5)
V.2 Elements of Ordinary Dierential Equations Theory with Odd
Operator ddθ
Formally, relations (5.5) from viewpoint of dierential equations theory are the system of n
ordinary dierential equations (ODE) of the 2nd order with respect to derivatives on (!) of









Aı()  0 : (5.6)
Abstracting from the fact that system (5.5), in general, is a complicated system of partial
dierential equations given by (linear in absence of interaction terms in SL()) dierential
operator on (za; ) which is transformed with respect to group J representation we single out
from mentioned operator the only ones with d
dθ
considering others as the zero order on 
operators.
10one cannot say in an usual sense about extremum for Z[A]
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The analysis of Eqs.(5.5) is based on general statements on system of n ODE of the 1st and
2nd orders on  and on assumptions concerning the structure of SL().
Statement 5.1 (Existence theorem for solutions of the 1st order on  system of N ODE)
The general solutions of the systems of N ODE in the normal form (NF) of the 1st order with
respect to unknown superfunctions gi(); i = 1; : : : ; N = (N+; N−) in the domain U of the




i(g(); ); f i(g(); ); gi() 2 C2(N  fg) ; (5.7a)
b)

gi() = hi(g(); ) ; hi(g(); ) 2 C2(N  fg) (5.7b)
exist and have the form respectively
a) gi() = P0()k
i() + f i(g(); ) ; (5.8a)
b) gi() = P0()l
i() + hi(g(); ) ; (5.8b)
with arbitrary superfunctions ki(); li() 2 C2(N ) restricted on U .
The proof, in rst, consists in imposing of a so-called necessary solvability condition (pro-
viding consistency and explicit supereld form) for system (5.7b) by virtue of identity (5.6)
validity under change Aı() onto gi(). This condition is written in the form of the 1st order
on  system of 2N ODE

gi() = hi(g(); );

h
i(g(); ) = 0 : (5.9)
The 2nd subsystem in (5.9) means that superfunctions hi(g(); ) on the solutions for system
(5.7b), under hypothesis of their existence, do not depend upon , i.e. are the integrals for
the Eqs.(5.7b). On the other hand, dierence of the system (5.7a) from (5.7b) consists in
independence of its right-hand side upon  in the whole space C2(U  fg) including the
solutions for system (5.7a) as well.
The process of construction of the solutions for systems (5.7a,b) consists in fullling of
two successive algebraic operations: left multiplication on  in Eqs.(5.7a,b) and addition to




1) Unless otherwise stated, then some additional restrictions on the solution properties related
to homogeneity on "P ; " J , " are assumed to be fullled automatically for systems (5.7a,b).
Namely, for " grading we have respectively for (5.7)
"(gi()) = "(ki()) = "(f i()) + 1; "(gi()) = "(li()) = "(hi()) + 1 ; (5.10)
2) Index i contents for superfunctions gi() are dierred, in general, from ones for Aı().
Call the process of determination of particular solution (integral curve) gi(), for instance,
for system of N ODE (5.7a) satisfying to N initial conditions of the form
(P0()g
i()) = gi()jθ=0 = gi(0); 0 2 Γ(0,1) (5.11)
by Cauchy problem for N ODE (5.7a)11.





one can set up the Cauchy problem for arbitrary θ = θ0 2 Γ(0,1)
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The graph of solution for system of N ODE, for example, (5.7b)
Γgi(θ) = f(gi(); ) :

gi() = hi(g(); ) ; gi 2 Ck(N ) ;  2 Γ(0,1)g (5.12)
appears by a straight line (or its part) in Cartesian space RN+1 with coordinate axes to be
corresponding to variables gi(); . Initial conditions (5.11) dene for  = 0 the values gi(0) =
gi(0) of projections for oriented intercepts of the coordinate axes gi().
By means of contradiction it is established the validity of
Statement 5.2 (Uniqueness theorem)
The integral curve for system of the 1st order on  N ODE (5.7a) ((5.7b)) with respect to
gi(); i = 1; : : : ; N in the domain U of the supermanifold N with  2 Γ(0,1), taking value gi(0)
for  = 0 is unique.
Statement 5.3 (Existence and Uniqueness theorem for solution of the 2nd order on  system
of N ODE )
1. The general solution for system of the 2nd order on  N ODE in NF

g i() = 0 ; i = 1; : : : ; N ; (5.13)
in the domain U of the supermanifold N with unknowns gi() 2 C2(N  fg) exists and has
the form
gi() = ki() ; ("P ; ")g
i = ("P ; ")k
i ; (5.14)
with arbitrary superfunctions ki() 2 C2(N  fg).
2. Particular solution for system (5.13) satisfying for  = 0 2 Γ(0,1) to the initial conditions
(Cauchy problem)
(P0()g






Proof of the last statement with nonsignicant modications repeats the proofs of the pre-
vious ones 5.1, 5.2.
Initial conditions single out as the graph of solution for system (5.13) the straight line (or
its part) with xed values of "ordinates" gi(0) for  = 0 and values of the projections for slopes

g i(0) on the corresponding two-dimensional plane (gi(); ); i = 1; : : : ; N .
By a more complicated system of the 2nd order on  N ODE in NF it appears the system
of the form

g i() = f i1(g();

g(); ) ; f i1() 2 C1(ToddN  fg) ; (5.16)
being equivalent to the following system of 2N ODE, the such that, N from them are of the
2nd order and the others N are at most of the 1st order on 

g i() = 0 ; (5.17a)
f i1(g();

g(); ) = 0 : (5.17b)
The initial conditions written in (5.15) are no longer independent now for the system (5.16)
because of the corresponding solution must satisfy to the subsystem (5.17b). Thus, Eqs.(5.17b)
are dierential constraints of the 1st order on  onto possible values of gi();

gi() obtained by
resolution of Eqs.(5.17a) for all  2 Γ(0,1).
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Remark:
The system of N equations with given superfunctions mi(g();

g(); ) 2 C1(ToddN  fg)
mi(g();

g(); ) = 0 (5.18)
with help of projectors Pa() acting in a natural way on C
1(ToddN fg) can be written in the




g(); ) = mi(P0g();





g(); ) = 0 : (5.19)
Therefore, a solution for the 2nd subsystem (5.19) must belong to a set of solutions for the 1st
one in (5.19). That remark is valid relative to the Eqs.(5.17b) as well.
Call the constraints f i1() for Eqs.(5.17a) by the holonomic ones if the condition holds
f i1()  f i1(g(); ) = 0 : (5.20)
Let us introduce for mathematical convenience the following single-valued functions
(degg(θ); deg g (θ)
;min degg(θ);mindeg g (θ)
) : Ck(ToddN  fg) ! N 0 ; (5.21)
acting on an any F() 2 Ck(ToddN fg); k  1, being represented in the form of series (3.5)
(under change of Aı() onto gi()), by the rule
(degg(θ); deg g (θ)
;min degg(θ);min deg g (θ)
)F() = (max p;max l;min p;min l) ; (5.22)














; i; j = 1; : : : ; N respectively.















) : Ck(ToddN  fg) ! N 0 ; (5.23)









)F(g(); g(); ) = (max (p+ l);min (p+ l)) : (5.24)
The degree and least degree of F() in Eqs.(5.24) are calculated on the denite monomials in
corresponding to F() series (3.5) with respect to gi() and gj() simultaneously.
Holonomic constraints (5.20) and linearized ones f i1lin() are singled out from (5.17b) by
means of the conditions respectively
deg 
g (θ)
f i1() = 0; degg(θ)

g (θ)
f i1() = 1 ; (5.25)
and with allowance made for representation (3.5) the latter superfunctions have the form
f i1lin(g();





gj() + f i1j()g
j() : (5.26)
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Under condition of the supermatrix kf i1j()k invertibility the expression (5.26) appears by
system of the 1st order on  N ODE being reduced to NF. For  = 0 constraints (5.26)
determine the algebraic (with respect to ) linear inhomogeneous system of N equations with
respect to 2N unknowns gi(0);

gj(0), thus dening a choice of admissible initial conditions
for (5.17). Original constraints f i1(g();

g(); )) themselves for  = 0 determine the algebraic
system of N equations on the same unknowns.
However, not all from dierential constraints are (functionally) independent. For investiga-







= (0; 0) 2 Todd;   N (5.27)
being the set of solutions for system (5.17b);
2) f i1(g();

g(); ) = 0 is the 1st order supersurface, which the conditions hold on
f i1(g();











 N  [f i1]12: (5.28b)
The supereld variational derivative of f i1() with respect to superfunction g
j(1), introduced
in (5.28b), has the following connection with partial supereld derivatives on gj(1),

gj(1),


















5 (1 − )f i1(1) : (5.28c)














A f i1(g(1); g(1); 1)
∥∥∥∥∥∥j Todd
(1 − )(−1)ε(f i1); (5.29)
where operator d
dθ











). In particular, if the constraints f i1() are holonomic ones, then rank of supermatrix (5.28b)
by denition is calculated as the rank of functional with respect to supergroup J supermatrix






∥∥∥∥∥j  (1 − )(−1)
ε(f i1): (5.30)
In general case of formula (5.29), given functional supermatrix additionally appears by operato-
rial one with respect to d
dθ
. If the relation (5.27) has a technical character, because it means the
absence of the zero order terms in decomposition of f i1() in series (3.5), which can be always
12here sign [f i1] denotes a integer number of quantities f
i
1(θ), i = 1, . . . , N in contrast to (2.10)
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taken away with help of redenition of the coordinates gi() and

gj(), then the 2nd condition
determines constraints f i1() in the form
f i1(g();

g(); ) = f i1lin(g();

g(); ) + f i1nl(g();





f i1nl()  2 : (5.31)
The last expression presents f i1() by perturbation of functionally dependent linearized system
by means of nonlinear components.
An eective analysis of the constraints (5.31), being considered as the system of the 1st order
on  N ODE and not being reduced to NF of the form (5.7b), is based on the fundamental
Theorem 1.
System of N ODE of the 1st order on  with respect to gi() (5.17b) subject to conditions
(5.27), (5.28a,b) (in general) being unsolvable with respect to

gi() is reduced to equivalent
system of independent equations in the so-called generalized normal form (GNF) under following
parametrization for gi() = (






γ(); ); i() = i((); γ(); ) ; (5.32)


































A Rkiσ(g(); g(); ) ; (5.34)
b) functional equation Z
d0 Riσ(; 0)uσ(g(0);

g(0); 0) = 0 (5.35)
has unique solution uσ(0) = 0.
Remarks:









γ(); ) = 0; i() = i((); γ(); ) ; (5.36)
2) the number of discrete indices (i; i) is equal to the value of supermatrix rank (5.28b);
3) the proof of Theorem 1 repeats in part the results of analysis for corresponding systems of
the 1st and 2nd orders, but for even derivatives with respect to t 2 R made in Ref.[32], and
will be considered in another paper.
Corollary 1.1
If f i1() appear by the holonomic constraints, then from condition expressing their dependence
(5.28b) and having form (5.30) it follows the existence of equivalent system of holonomic ones.





; i = (A; );  = 1; : : : ; [γ]; A = 1; : : : ; [] ; (5.37)
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by means of relationships
A((); γ(); ) = 0 : (5.38)
The number [γ] coincides with one of algebraic (in the sense of dierentiation with respect to
) identities among f i1()
f i1(g(); )
R(0)iσ (g(); ) = 0 ; (5.39)
being obtained from Eq.(5.33) by integration on  with allowance made for connection (5.34)
of Riσ(; 0) with algebraic (on ) operators R(0)iσ ()





gi() in Eq.(5.40) can be only parametric one.
VI Detailed Analysis of the Lagrangian Formulation for
GSTF
Results of the preceding section permit one to lead immediately a classied investigation of
the Euler-Lagrange equations (5.5) simultaneously with specication of the additional to (5.1),
(5.2) conditions on the superfunction SL() or almost equivalently on Z[A] (5.4).
System (5.5) has the form of the 2nd order on  n ODE of the type (5.16) (in disregarding
of index { functional structure) not given in NF with respect to Aı(), being coordinates in
superdomain V Mcl






























= 0 ; (6.2a)
ı(A();
















A = 0 : (6.2b)
Denition: Equations ı(A();
A(); )  ı() = 0 in fullling of the conditions
deg 
A(θ)
ı() 6= 0; deg A(θ)ı() = 0 (6.3)
is called the dierential constraints in Lagrangian formalism (DCLF) and holonomic constraints
in Lagrangian formalism (HCLF) respectively for Euler-Lagrange equations (5.5). System (6.2)
on the whole we shall call the Lagrangian system (LS) as well.
By virtue of remarks (5.18), (5.19) following from solvability condition of the form (5.9),
the solvable DCLF (6.2b) are equivalent to system of the 1st order on  2n ODE
ı(A();
A(); ) = 0; d
d
@lSL()
@Aı() = 0 : (6.4)
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Thus, system of the 2nd order on  n ODE (5.5) is equivalent to one of the 2nd order on  3n
ODE (6.2a), (6.4). Naturally, the 2nd subsystem in solvability conditions (6.4) for Eqs.(5.5)
would not be necessary, if the Eqs.(5.5) were considered as of the type (5.7a) system. In the
last case it should be written the projector P0() in front of supermatrix of the 2nd derivatives
of SL() with respect to
Aı(); A() in (6.2a) and in front of U+() in (6.2b).
DCLF restricts an admissible arbitrariness in the choice of 2n initial conditions
Aı(0); A ı(0)

2 ToddV; 0 2 Γ(0,1)  11() (6.5)
determining the Cauchy problem for Eqs.(5.5).
Subsystem (6.2a) are not found itself in NF with respect to
Aı(). The possibility to pass












If rankK() < n, then there are some constraints to be imposed on subsystem (6.2a), whose
number is equal to corankK() = n− rankK(). These conditions are independent on DCLF
(6.2b) complicating the analysis of the Eqs.(6.2) in comparison with one of (5.17a,b). Note the
rank of K() is completely determined by one of supermatrix P0()K().
The problem of independence for the ı() appears by the most important one. For its
eective resolution, by analogy with Eqs.(5.27), (5.28a,b), specify the initial postulates on








A(); )A(θ), A(θ)=A0(θ), A0(θ) = 0 ; (6.7)










2 Todd; ı()jTodd = 0 ; (6.8a)
dim  = m; dimTodd = (m+ +m−; m− +m+); m = (m+; m−) : (6.8b)
Index { can be divided into 2 groups
{ = (A; ); A = 1; : : : ; n−m;  = n−m+ 1; : : : ; n (6.9a)









∥∥∥∥∥j  = n−m ; (6.9b)
3. There exists a separation of index { to be consistent with one from (6.9a)
{ = (A; ); A = 1; : : : ; n− m ;  = n− m +1; : : : ; n; m= ( m+; m−) ; (6.10)
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= n− m : (6.11)
Conditions (6.7){(6.9) mean that for the superelds
~Aı() = Aı()−Aı0(); ~Aı0() = 0 2  (6.12)
the following representation is true
ı(A();
A(); ) = ı lin( ~A();

















ı nl()  2 : (6.13)
Hypothesis 2 gives the possibility to represent the system (6.2b) in form of 2 subsystems, that is
especially important for the eld (innite-dimensional) case, when the requirements of locality
relative to index { and covariance with respect to representation Tj J appear by the obstacles to
fullment of (6.9a) and therefore are formally ignored now.
Postulate 2 in terms of superfunction SL() is equivalently reformulated with regard for
expressions (6.9), (6.12), (3.25), (3.26) in the following way
2:0 SL(A();
A(); ) = SL0( ~A();























∥∥∥Ll(1)h(Llı(1)SL(1))∥∥∥jTodd (1 − )
i
(−1)εı = n−m: (6.14b)
For more detailed clarication of the writing meaning in (6.14b) introduce the notations








































SL()  Pı(SL(); )(−1)ε;
Pı(SL(); ) = −(−1)εıεPı(SL(); ) : (6.15b)




















without writing of P0() projector in front of

U+() and derivative with respect to Aı().









( − 1)(−1)ε+ε(F); Qı(F(); ) = − d
d
















( − 1)(−1)ε+ε(F); for deg A(θ)(L
l










( − 1)(−1)ε+ε(F); for deg A(θ)F() = 0 : (6.18b)
At last, it should be noted that the semisimple and nilpotent parts of supermatrix (6.17)








. Note that, if SL() does not explicitly depend on , then
the quadratic part SL0() (6.14a) determines constraints ı lin( ~A();

~A()) to be the HCLF.
In the framework of assumptions 1{3 (or 1, 20, 3) the following fundamental theorem about
structure of DCLF ı() (6.2b) is true.
Theorem 2 (on reduction of the 1st order on  system of n ODE to equivalent system in GNF)
A nondegenerate parametrization for superelds Aı() exists
Aı() = (ı(); ı(); α())  (’A(); α()); { = ({; {; )  (A; ); { = 1; : : : ; n−m;
{ = n−m+ 1; : : : ; n−m; m = (m+; m−); A = 1; : : : ; n−m;  = n−m+ 1; : : : ; n; (6.19)
so that the system of the 1st order on  n ODE with respect to
Aı() (6.2b) is equivalent to





(); (); ); ı() = ı((); (); ) (6.20)
with ı(); ı() 2 Ck and with arbitrary superelds α() : [α()] = m; 0 < m < n. Their








A(); A(); ; 0

= 0; ("P ; " J ; ")R^ıα(; 0) = (1; "ı + "α; "ı + "α + 1) (6.21)
with a) local and b) functionally independent operators R^ıα

A(); A(); ; 0

 R^ıα(; 0):









A R^kıα(A(); A(); ); (6.22a)




A(0); 0) = 0 (6.23)
has the unique vanishing solution.
Theorem 2 is the special case for Theorem 1 (see remarks after latter) and the important
consequences follow from it.
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Corollary 2.1




∥∥∥∥∥j  = n−m < [ı()] ; (6.24)
a nondegenerate parametrization for superelds Aı() exists
Aı() = (’A(); α()); A = 1; : : : ; n−m;  = n−m+ 1; : : : ; n ; (6.25)
so that HCLF are equivalent to system of algebraically independent ones, in the sense of
dierentiation with respect to 
~A(’(); (); ) = 0 : (6.26)
The number of superelds [α()] coincides with one of algebraic (on ) identities among ı()
ı(A(); )R0ıα(A(); ) = 0 ; (6.27)
where the linearly independent operators R0ıα(A(); ) can be chosen in the form being consis-
tent with (6.22)
R^ıα(A(); ; 0) = ( − 0)R0ıα(A(); ) : (6.28)
Their linear independence means that equation
R0ıα(A(); )uα(A(); ) = 0 (6.29)
has the unique solution to be equal to zero.
One of realization for Corollary 2.1 is the
Corollary 2.2
If the model of GSTF is represented by almost natural system dened in the form
SL(A();
A(); ) = T (A(); A())− S(A(); ); min degA(θ)S() = 2 ; (6.30)
T (A(); A()) = T1(
A()) +
A()T(A()); T(A()) = gı()Aı() ;
gı() = (−1)εεıgı(); gı() = P0()gı(); min deg A(θ)T1() = 2 ; (6.31)
then DCLF
ı(A();
A(); )  ~ı(A(); ) = −S;ı (A(); )(−1)εı = 0 (6.32)
appear by the HCLF explicitly depending upon . Condition (6.24) has the form
rank kS;ı (A(); )kj  = n−m < n ; (6.33)
and expressions (6.27){(6.29) remain valid in this case.
Corollary 2.3
If for DCLF (6.2b) (HCLF ı(A(); )) the following conditions are fullled almost everywhere





∥∥∥∥∥j U = n;





then all ı() are to be functionally (linearly) independent and have been already found in
GNF.
Performed investigation of LS makes to be justied a introduction of following terminology.
Denitions:
1) The model of supereld theory of elds (mechanics) being given by superfunction SL() 2 Ck
(or, almost equivalently, by superfunctional Z[A] 2 CF ) satisfying to relationships (5.1), (5.2),
(5.5), postulates 1{3 (given in (6.7){(6.11)) for m > 0 is called the gauge theory of general type
(GThGT) for superelds Aı(), and under fullment of the 1st condition in (6.34) for DCLF
is called the nondegenerate theory of general type (ThGT);
2) If, in addition, the Corollary 2.1 conditions on HCLF (6.24) and m > 0 are fullled, then
the model of supereld theory of elds (mechanics) is called the gauge theory of special type
(GThST), and in realizing of the 2nd condition in (6.34) call one by the nondegenerate theory
of special type (ThST);
3) Formulation of GThGT and GThST dened by means of SL() 2 Ck (or Z[A] 2 CF ) let
us call the Lagrangian formalism of description for GThGT and GThST, or equivalently the
Lagrangian formalism (formulation) for GSTF.
Identities (6.21) for GThGT ((6.27) for GThST) with operators R^ıα(; 0) (R0ıα(A(); )),










, make to be possible the following interpreta-
tion for quantities R^ıα(; 0); (R0ıα()).
Denitions:





ı() = 0; ("P ; " J ; ")R^ı() = (0; "ı; "ı) ; (6.35)
ı(A(); )R0ı() = 0; ("P ; " J ; ")R0ı() = (0; "ı; "ı) (6.36)
are called the generator of gauge transformations of general type (GGTGT) and one of special
type (GGTST) respectively;






ı(A(); A(); ; 0); ("P ; " J ; ")^ ı() = (0; "ı; "ı) ; (6.37)
0
ı() = (A(); )Eı0 (A(); ); ("P ; " J ; ")0ı() = (0; "ı; "ı) (6.38)
are called the trivial GGTGT, GGTST respectively. Superfunctions Eı0 () 2 Ck(Mcl  fg)
and E^ı(; 0) 2 Ck(ToddMcl  f; 0g) possess by the properties
E^ı(; 0) = −(−1)(ε+1)(εı+1)E^ı(0; ); Eı0 () = −(−1)εεıEı0 () ; (6.39a)
("P ; " J ; ")E^
ı(; 0) = (1; "ı + "; "ı + " + 1); ("P ; " J ; ")E
ı
0 () = (0; "ı + "; "ı + ") : (6.39b)
Trivial GGTST 0
ı() dened by means of Eı0 () can be always represented in the form of
trivial GGTGT ^ ı(A(); ) with corresponding E^ı(A(); ; 0) 2 Ck(Mcl  f; 0g)13
E^ı(A(); ; 0) = −( − 0)Eı0 (A(); ); ^ ı(A(); ) = 0ı(A(); ) : (6.40)
13to the GThST quantities of the form y0
(ı)n
α
(A(θ), θ there correspond the GThGT ones y^(ı)nα (A(θ), θ; ~θn Qn
k=1 δ(θk − θ)y0(ı)nα
(A(θ), θ in the so-called ultralocal representation on θ with accuracy up to special sign
factor (−1)R, R 2 N in the last expression
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Taking account of completeness for quantities R^ıα(; 0) and R0ıα(), denitions (6.35){(6.38),









A(); A(); ; 0

^α(A(0); A(0); 0) + ^ ı() ; (6.41)
R0ı(A(); ) = R0ıα(A(); )0α(A(); ) + 0ı(A(); ) ; (6.42)
^α() 2 Ck; 0α() 2 Ck(Mcl  fg); ("P ; " J ; ")0α() = ("P ; " J ; ")^α() = (0; "α; "α) ;
which turn the linear space Q(Z) into ane Ck(ToddMcl  fg)-module and Q(SL) into ane
Ck(Mcl  fg)-module respectively.
At last, GGTGT and GGTST are dened (as the basis elements of Q) up to ane trans-
formations of modules Q(Z) and Q(SL) respectively (so-called equivalence transformations)
R^0ıα
























A(); A(); ; 1; 0

; (6.43a)
R00ıα(A(); ) = R0ıβ(A(); )0βα(A(); ) + 0ıα(A(); ) ;
0
ı
α(A(); ) = (A(); )E0ıα(A(); ) ; (6.43b)
^βα(; 




"P 1 0 0 0
" J "α + "β "ı + " + "α "α + "β "ı + " + "α
" "α + "β + 1 "ı + " + "α "α + "β "ı + " + "α
; (6.44)
where superfunctions ^βα(; 
0) belong to Ck(ToddMcl  f; 0g), E^ıα (~2; 0) 2 Ck(ToddMcl 




α(A(); ) = −(−1)εεıE0ıα(A(); ); rank
∥∥∥^βα(; 0)∥∥∥ = rank ∥∥∥0βα()∥∥∥ = [] = m ;
E^ıα





A(); A(); 1; ; 0

: (6.45)
Quantities of the general type E^ıα (A(); ~2; 0); ^βα(A(); ; 0) are corresponding to ones of the
special type E0
ı
α(A(); ); 0βα(A(); ) (with accuracy up to sign factor (−1)K ; K 2 N)
^βα(A(); ; 0) = ( − 0)0βα(A(); ); ^ ıα(A(); ; 0) = ( − 0)0ıα(A(); ) ; (6.46a)
E^ıα (A(1); ~2; 0) = −(1 − 0)(2 − 0)E0ıα(A(1); 1) : (6.46b)
Remark: If ^βα(; 
0), E^ıα (~2; 
0) in Eqs.(6.43) are local on , i.e. they can be represented as in
(6.22a), then GGTGT R^0ıα(; 0) are the same.
From relations (5.5), (6.28), (6.40), (6.46) it follows that Q(SL) is the C
k(Mcl  f; 0g)-
submodule of the Ck(ToddMcl  f; 0g)-module Q(Z).
Finally, relations (6.21) are easily interpreted for GThGT as the invariance of Z[A] (5.4)
with respect to transformations of superelds Aı() written in the innitesimal form
Aı() 7! A0ı() = Aı() + gAı(); gAı() =
Z
d0R^ıα(; 0)α(0) ; (6.47)
with α(0) (("P ; " J ; ")α(0) = (0; "α; "α)) being by arbitrary superelds over superalgebra
DjNc+1(za; ;K).
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Really, the following formula holds






d0R^ıα(; 0)α(0) + F [A; ] =
Z[A] + F [A; ]; min degξ(θ)F = 2 : (6.48)
Relation (6.27) can not, in general, be interpreted for GThST as the invariance of SL(A();A(); ) with respect to the transformations
Aı() 7! A0ı() = Aı() + Aı(); Aı() = R0ıα(A(); )0α() ; (6.49)
However, for superfunction S(A(); ) dened in (6.30) the present invariance takes place
S(A0(); ) = S(A(); ) + S;ı (A(); )R0ıα(A(); )0α() + F(A(); 0(); ) =
S(A(); ) + F(A(); 0(); ); min degξ0(θ)F = 2; ("P ; " J ; ")0α() = (0; "α; "α) : (6.50)
Denition: Call the innitesimal transformations (6.47) as the gauge transformations of gen-
eral type (GTGT) for Z[A] and ones (6.49) as the gauge transformations of special type (GTST)
for S(A(); ).
In view of the obtained interpretation of identities (6.21) and (6.27) in terms of GTGT
and GTST we shall call them by Noether’s identities for the GThGT and GThST respectively
because they follow as results from E.Noether’s theorem stated for Z[A] and S(A(); ) relative
to their invariance with respect to GTGT and GTST correspondingly.
Further to be more simplied one can assume that GThGT is dened by relations (5.4),
(6.9b), (6.21) and in case of fullment of the only trivial solution for Eqs.(6.23) is called the
irreducible GThGT, otherwise the reducible one. Analogously, GThST is dened by relations
(6.24), (6.27), (6.11) and in resolving of Eqs.(6.29) with only zero uα() is called the irreducible
GThST, otherwise the reducible one.
More profound analysis of reducible GThGT and GThST, arising from nonexistence of
covariant and local with respect to J index  satisfying to condition
m = [] 6= [()] ; (6.51)
where  and α() were initially given in Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.2, remains out of present
paper scope. The same one can say on an investigation of nontrivial dierential-algebraic
systems on Q(Z) and Q(SL), namely, of gauge algebras for GThGT and GThST.
VII Component Formulation for the Lagrangian Formal-
ism of GSTF
Now, continue a particular started in Sec.IV programme of establishment of correspondence
between supereld and component eld quantities and relations of GSTF in Lagrangian for-
malism. From representation (3.20) for superfunctionals on ToddMcl  fg nd the expression
for their densities in terms of superfunctionals themselves. By means of the projector P0() we
have the following connection
F(A(); A(); ) = P0()F() + F [A]  F(P0A();
A(); 0) +  F [P0A;
A] 
F(A; ; 0) +  F [A; ] ; (7.1)
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where the bar over sign of superfunctional means the standard change of the form of dependence
on component arguments. Relation (7.1) expresses densities in the form of series on  in
terms of quantities not depending on . Therefore, the densities themselves one can regard as
superfunctionals.
Taking account of the connection for right, left partial supereld derivatives on Aı() with
component ones with respect to P0()Aı() and P1()Aı() (4.3), (4.5), nd the component
expression for supermatrix of the 2nd partial supereld derivatives of superfunction F() 






































@P1A()  0 : (7.2b)
Subsupermatrices kAı()k, kBı()k, kCı()k, kDı()k themselves can be understood further
in the sense of formulae (4.6), (4.7). Thus, the rank of supermatrix (7.2a) is determined by
one of its subsupermatrix kAı()kjθ=0. In the right-hand side of relations (7.2b) the usual
variational derivatives with respect to elds Aı and composite objects (ı) are written.




















































it is necessary to consider as the whole objects.
The connection for left and right derivatives in (7.4) under their action on an arbitrary F()












The connection of right supereld variational derivative on Aı() with right variational com-







r F [A; ]
Aı
+
















It appears to be important the following formulae, arising from (7.6) and connecting, for in-
stance, the right supereld variational derivatives of superfunctionals of the form (3.20) both














r F [A; ]
Aı
: (7.7)





A(); ) = dr
d1
 















A(); ) = (−1)ε(F)+εı rF()
Aı
: (7.8)
In deriving of (7.8) it was taken into account the relationships (2.22) and identities







 0 : (7.9)
All mentioned relations are sucient in order to obtain the component formulae for oper-
ators from Acl investigated in Sec.IV. Let us indicate the expressions only for basis operators
fUa();

































Formulae of this section are sucient to write all relations describing GThGT and GThST in
Secs.V, VI in the component formulation.
VIII Examples of the Models of GSTF in the
Lagrangian Formalism
VIII.1 Massive Complex Scalar Supereld Models
Let us choose as the supergroups J;M; J ~A (2.6) the following Lie groups
J = (1; 3)"; M = T (1; 3); J ~A = SO(1; 3)
" ; (8.1)
being respectively by proper Poincare group, group of space-time translations and proper
Lorentz group. As the group J ~A one can take the universal covering group for SO(1; 3)
" being
by Lie group SL(2;C). The corresponding homogeneous superspace (2.8) has the form
M = R1,3  ~P; diag µν = (1;−1;−1;−1) (8.2)
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and is parametrized by sets of parameters (xµ; ); xµ 2 R1,3;  2 ~P ;  = 0; 1; 2; 3.
An action of (1; 3)"  P on R1,3 has the standard character of Poincare transformations
(with identical action of P ) and on ~P was given in (2.12).
Choose as the Lorentz type superelds Aı() the complex scalar supereld ’(x; ) 2
~4j0+1(xµ; ;C)
’(x; ) = ’1(x; ) + {’2(x; ) = ’(x) + (x); ’j(x; ) = ’j(x) + j(x) ;
’j(x; ) 2 ~4j0+1(xµ; ;R); j = 1; 2; {2 = −1 ; (8.3)
whose real components appear by the elements of irreducible massive Poincare group represen-
tation. The condensed contents of index { (2.23) and Grassmann gradings (2.27) for supereld
’(x; ) and its complex component on  ’(x), (x) are written in the form
{ = ([’]; [’]; x);
’(x) (x) ’(x; ) (x)
"P 0 1 0 0
" 0 0 0 0
" 0 1 0 0 :
(8.4)
Supereld ’(x; ) and its component (on ) elds are transformed in a standard way with
respect to restriction onto (1; 3)" of the supergroup J supereld (on , but not in the sense
of space-time supersymmetry) representation T as the spin 0 and mass m elements of Poincare
group representation [31]. As to restricted representation TjP , then ’(x; ) are transformed
according to the general rule (2.30)
’(x; ) = ’0(x; )− ’(x; ) = − ’(x; ) = (x) ; (8.5)
whereas the supereld

’(x; ) is the scalar with respect to action of the TjP operators.








for free scalar superelds
’(x; ), ’(x; ), describing the negative and positive charged spinless massive particles, the
superfunction having the form of the type (6.30) natural system from Corollary 2.2, consisting




’(x; ) parts with gı() = 0 in















− S0(’(); ’()) ; (8.6a)
















d4xLkin(x; ) ; (8.6b)





d4xL0(x; ) : (8.6c)
Superfunctions T (); S0(); SL(), are invariant with respect to Poincare transformations, but
with respect to P group ones (8.5) the SL() is transformed according to (5.3) in the form























; 2 = µν@
µ@ν : (8.7)
























= (2+m2)’(x; ) = 0 ; (8.8b)
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being by virtue of (6.3) by the HCLF ϕ(’
(x; );2’(x; )) = 0, ϕ(’(x; );2’(x; )) = 0
respectively.
The supereld partial derivatives, for instance, with respect to ’(x; );

’(x; ) in (8.8a) in































Expressions (8.9) have the analogous form for superelds ’(x; ),

’(x; ) being obtained from
(8.9) by means of their complex conjugation. If on the letf-hand side of Eqs.(8.9) there are the
derivatives for xed  (and in other respects the usual variational derivatives on the component
level), then on the right-hand one the real partial derivatives of density on x for SL() with




’(x; ) for xed x,  have been








having local representation on x as in (8.6b,c).




’(x; ) (6.11) has the following
form











∥∥∥∥∥ 0 −11 0
∥∥∥∥∥ (x− y); D(x; ) = (’; ’)(x; ) : (8.10)
Supermatrix (8.10) with respect to " grading is the usual matrix, whereas with respect to "
one K(; x; y) is the supermatrix with only odd-odd block by virtue of (8.4).
Solutions for Eqs.(8.8) being by the supereld (on ) generalization of the Klein-Gordon
equation exist that provides the fullment of assumption (6.7) in question. Rank of supermatrix









∥∥∥∥∥ (x− y) = 2 : (8.11)
From formula (8.11) being valid almost everywhere in the space Mcl it follows that there are
not dierential identities among Eqs.(8.8) and the number of physical degrees of freedom is
equal to 2.
In the framework of terminology introduced in Sec.VI, the given GSTF model is the non-
degenerate ThST.
A generalization of the free model with SL() (8.6) onto case of an interacting theory is
realized in the framework of the local theory, for instance, by means of addition to superfunction
S0() (8.6c) at least the cubic with respect to superelds ’(x; ), ’
(x; ) polynomial V () with
real constants ,  and without derivatives on (xµ; ) of the form





’’(’ + ’) +

2
(’’)2 + : : :

(x; ): (8.12)













(’ + 2’)(x; ) + (’’)(x; ) + : : :

’(x; ) = 0 ; (8.13)
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so that, if the P0() and P1() components ’(x), (x) of the free superelds respectively had
satised to the same Klein-Gordon equation (8.8b) in fact (formally for (x)) describing 2
identical of the same name charged spinless massive particles then component (on ) equations
following from (8.13) lead to nontrivial interaction for (x) with complex elds ’(x), ’(x)
















resulting in dierent dynamics for the particles corresponding to the elds ’(x) and (x)
respectively. In deriving of Eqs.(8.14) the formulae (7.6) have been taken into account.
The requirement of invariance for S0M() with respect to transformations from U(1) group
results in restriction  = 0 in (8.12). At last, the only relationships (8.7), (8.11) from this
subsection are changed in an obvious way with allowance made for Eq.(8.13) so that the rank
condition (8.11) remains invariable together with classication for given interacting model as
the nondegenerate ThST.
VIII.2 Massive Spinor Supereld of Spin 12 Models
In the framework of the Subsec.VIII.1 representations for supergroup J and superspace M
given by the formulae (8.1), (8.2) choose as the Lorentz type superelds Aı() the Dirac spinor
supereld Ψ(x; ) 2 ~4j0+1(xµ; ;C) and its Dirac conjugate supereld Ψ(x; ) in the four-
component spinor formalism
Ψ(x; ) = ( α(x; ); 
_α(x; ))T ; Ψ(x; ) =  (x) +  1(x);  = 1; 2; _ = _1; _2 ; (8.15a)
Ψ(x; ) = (β(x; );  _β(x; )); Ψ(x; ) =  (x) +  1(x);  = 1; 2;
_ = _1; _2 ; (8.15b)






) reducible massive representation of Lorentz group. In this
case the condensed contents of index { (2.23) and Grassmann gradings (2.27), for instance, for
supereld Ψ(x; ) and its component (on ) bispinor elds  (x);  1(x) read in the form
{ = (; _; ; _; x);
 (x)  1(x) Ψ(x; )  1(x)
"P 0 1 0 0
" 1 1 1 1
" 1 0 1 1 :
(8.16)
For Ψ(x; ) and its components the table (8.16) is literally the same in total correspondence with
theorem on connection of spin with statistic. In (8.15) superelds Ψ(x; );Ψ(x; ) are given by
means of the two-component spinor superelds  α(x; ); 
_α(x; ) and their complex conjugate
ones. Formally, for xed xi; i = 1; 2; 3 the set of superelds Ψ(x; ) and Ψ(x; ) contains n = 8
real degrees of freedom.
Superelds Ψ(x; );Ψ(x; ) and their component (on ) elds  (x);  (x);  1(x);  1(x) are
transformed in the standard way with respect to restriction onto (1; 3)" of the supergroup
J supereld (on ) representation T as the spin 1
2
and mass m elements of Poincare group
representation [31]. As to restricted representation TjP , then Ψ(x; );Ψ(x; ) are transformed
according to the general rule (2.30)
Ψ(x; ) = Ψ0(x; )−Ψ(x; ) = − Ψ(x; ) = − 1(x) ; (8.17a)
Ψ(x; ) = Ψ
0
(x; )−Ψ(x; ) = −





Ψ(x; ) =  1(x),

Ψ(x; ) =  1(x) appear by the elements of mentioned Poincare
group representation and are scalars with respect to action of the TjP operators.








for free spinor superelds Ψ(x; ), Ψ(x; )
describing massive particle and its antiparticle with spin 1
2
, let us construct the superfunc-
tion having the form of the type (6.30) natural system from Corollary 2.2, consisting only of




Ψ(x; ) parts with gı() = 0 in (6.31) and
not explicitly depending on 
S
(1)














− S0(Ψ();Ψ()) ; (8.18a)














d4xL(1)kin(x; ) ; (8.18b)
S
(1)
0 ()  S0(Ψ();Ψ()) =
Z
d4xΨ(x; ) ({Γµ@µ −m) Ψ(x; ) 
Z
d4xL(1)0 (x; ) ; (8.18c)
ΓµΓν + ΓνΓµ = 2µν ; d4x = dx0dx1dx2dx3; x = (x0; x1; x2; x3) ; (8.18d)




L () are invariant with re-
spect to Poincare transformations and with respect to P group ones (8.17) S
(1)
L () is transformed
according to (5.3) as follows
S
(1)


























Ψ(x; )({Γµ@µ −m)Ψ(x; 0)
#
: (8.19)
The reality of superfunctions T (1)() and S
(1)
0 () more readily follows from their writing in
two-component spinor formalism
















(x; ) ; (8.20a)






+  _α(x; )









; µ = (0; i); µ = (0;−i); i = 1; 2; 3 : (8.20c)
The expression for Γµ is written in the last formula in terms of Pauli matrices.






























= −({Γµ@µ −m)Ψ(x; ) = 0 ; (8.21b)
and represent, by virtue of (6.3), the HCLF (Ψ(x; );Ψ(x; ); @µΨ(x; ); @µΨ(x; )) = 0, con-
taining 4 equations in the two-component spinor formalism.
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The supereld partial derivatives with respect to Ψ(x; );

Ψ(x; ) in (8.21a) in terms of


































Expressions (8.22) have the same form for superelds Ψ(x; );

Ψ(x; ) after change of Ψ(x; ),

Ψ(x; ) onto Ψ(x; ),







Ψ(x; ) (6.11) has the following block form in four-component spinor formalism
K(1)(; x; y) =
∥∥∥∥∥ A(; x; y) B(; x; y)C(; x; y) D(; x; y)
∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥ A() B()C() D()
∥∥∥∥∥ (x− y) ; (8.23a)




















= 04 ; (8.23b)










= 14(x− y) ; (8.23c)










= 14(x− y) : (8.23d)
With respect to " grading supermatrix K(1)(; x; y) = K(1)()(x− y) is the usual matrix, but
with respect to " parity K
(1)() appears by supermatrix consisting of only odd-odd block. It
is evident that K() is nondegenerate. Therefore system (8.21) has the form of (5.17a,b).
Solutions for Eqs.(8.21) exist, providing fullment of assumption (6.7) in this case. Since
the Eqs.(8.21) are the HCLF, in view of Corollary 2.2 and formula (6.33) validity, then the rank
of supermatrix (6.9b) in question is calculated by the rule (6.18b). The supermatrix of the 2nd
partial supereld derivatives of S0() with respect to Ψ(x; ), Ψ(x; ), Ψ(y; ), Ψ(y; ) has the
following block form in four-component spinor formalism taking account of formula (8.22a)∥∥∥∥∥ A1(; x; y) B1(; x; y)C1(; x; y) D1(; x; y)
∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥ A1() B1()C1() D1()
∥∥∥∥∥ (x− y) ; (8.24a)














= 04 ; (8.24b)











µ +mΨ(y; )) =
−({Γµ@µ −m14)(x− y) ; (8.24c)










(({Γµ@µ −m)Ψ(y; )) =
−({Γµ@µ +m14)(x− y) : (8.24d)
By means of transition to Fourier transforms for superelds Ψ(x; );Ψ(x; ), then with help of
Poincare transformations to frame of reference, in which the generators of space-time transla-
tions on mass-shell Ψ are equal to pµ = {@µ = (m; 0; 0; 0), we nd the rank values for 4  4
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matrices B1() and C1() being equal to 2 in terms of elements of two-component spinors
rankB1()jΨ = rank
∥∥∥Γ0 + 14∥∥∥ = 2; rankC1()jΨ = rank
∥∥∥Γ0 − 14∥∥∥ = 2 : (8.25)
Thus, supermatrix (8.24a) itself contains the only odd-odd block with respect to " and "
gradings and its rank being invariant under Poincare transformations is equal to 1 on shell in
terms of Dirac spinors and to 4 in terms of Weyl spinor’s components composing the Dirac
ones. However, it is known (at least for  = 0) fact [32], that dim Ψ = 0 in question, therefore,
m = 0 in condition (6.8) and in any neighbourhood of Ψ in Mcl the supermatrix (8.24a)
is nondegenerate. The latter appears in perfect agreement with the fact, that the number of
physical degrees of freedom for this massive particles model are equal to 2(21
2
+ 1) = 4.
It follows from above derivation that there are not dierential identities among equations
(8.21).
In the framework of terminology introduced in Sec.VI, the model of GSTF being described
by free massive spinor supereld of spin 1
2
is the nondegenerate ThST. Really, it is known [32],




Ψ(x; ) =  = 0
has only 2 second-class constraints, in terms of Dirac spinors. After their elimination, the only
4 physical degrees of freedom remain in terms of corresponding Weyl spinor’s components.
The free model with S
(1)
L () (8.18) in the framework of the local theory is generalized onto
interacting model of massive spinor supereld by means of addition to S
(1)
0 () (8.18c) at least
quadratic combinations with respect to product (ΨΨ)(x; ) without derivatives of the spinor
superelds with respect to (xµ; ) written as follows
S
(1)
0M () = S
(1)









(x; ); 1; 2 2 R : (8.26)
The polynomial at 1 describes the supereld generalization of the Fermi interaction term.









µ −m− 1(ΨΨ)(x; )− 2(ΨΓµΨ)(x; )Γµ
i
Ψ(x; ) = 0 : (8.27)
The linear equations of motion (8.21) in fact describe 2 pairs of the same charged particles
(electrons and positrons) corresponding to  (x) and  1(x). In the case for HCLF of the form
(8.27) and for their Dirac conjugate HCLF the P0() and P1() components, for instance, for
supereld Ψ(x; ) satisfy to the distinct nonlinear equations























The dynamics of electrons and positrons being corresponding to the spinor  (x) and formally
for  1(x) are dierent. One can suppose the equation for  1(x) in (8.28b) is given in the
external eld being determined by a solution of the Eq.(8.28a) for ordinary spinor  (x).
The relationships of Subsec.VIII.2 (8.19), (8.20b), (8.24) are changed taking (8.26), (8.27)
into account in an evident way for the model with self-interaction. The classication of the free
spinor supereld model as the nondegenerate ThST remains valid in this case.
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VIII.3 Free Vector Supereld Models for Arbitrary D  2
Let us put
J = (1; D − 1)"; M = T (1; D − 1); J ~A = SO(1; D− 1)"; D  2; D 2 N : (8.29)
Quotient space (2.8) has the form
M = R1,D−1  ~P; diag µν = (1;−1; : : : ;−1); ;  = 0; 1; : : : ; D − 1 ; (8.30)
and is parametrized by sets of parameters (xµ; ); xµ 2 R1,D−1;  2 ~P .
Choose the real vector supereld Aµ(x; ) as one of Lorentz type Aı()
Aµ(x; ) = Aµ(x) + Aµ1 (x); Aµ(x; ) 2 ~Dj0+1(xµ; ;R) ; (8.31)
being transformed relative to massless irreducible representation of (1; D − 1)" group. Con-
densed contents of index { (2.23) and Grassmann gradings (2.27) for Aµ(x; ) and its component
(on ) elds Aµ(x); Aµ1 (x) (in correspondence with connection of spin with statistic, at least for
D = 4) are written as follows
{ = (; x);
Aµ(x) Aµ1(x) Aµ(x; ) Aµ1 (x)
"P 0 1 0 0
" 0 0 0 0
" 0 1 0 0 :
(8.32)
For xed xi; i = 1; : : : ; D − 1 the set of Aµ(x; ) contains n = n+ = D real degrees of freedom.
Superelds Aµ(x; ); Aµ(x; ) = −Aµ1 (x) are transformed, in a standard way, as Lorentz vec-
tors with respect to restriction onto (1; D − 1)" of supergroup J supereld (on ) massless
representation T . With respect to TjP the only Aµ(x; ) are transformed nontrivially according
to (2.30)
Aµ(x; ) = A0µ(x; )−Aµ(x; ) = − Aµ(x; ) = Aµ1(x) : (8.33)




 S(2)L () for free vector supereld
describing massless particle (for D = 4 of helicity  = 1), construct the local on x superfunc-
tion having form of natural system from Corollary 2.2, consisting only of quadratic parts with
respect to superelds with gı() = 0 in (6.31) and not explicitly depending upon 
S
(2)
L () = T
 Aµ()− S0(Aµ()); T Aµ() =
Z




L(2)kin(x; )  L(2)kin
 Aµ(x; ) = 12"µν Aν(x; ) Aµ(x; ); "µν = −"νµ ; (8.34b)
S0(Aµ()) =
Z
dDxL(2)0 (Aµ(x; ); @νAµ(x; )) 
Z
dDxL(2)0 (x; ) ;
L(2)0 (x; ) = −14Fµν(x; )F µν(x; ); Fµν(x; ) = @µAν(x; )− @νAµ(x; ) : (8.34c)
Superfunctions T (
Aµ()); S0(Aµ()); S(2)L () are invariant with respect to (1; D − 1)" group
transformations and with respect to P ones (8.33), S
(2)
L () is transformed according to (5.3)
S
(2)









Aν(x; )@µFµν(x; 0) : (8.35)
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Euler-Lagrange equations (5.5) have the form in this case
lZ[Aµ]









= −@µFµν(x; ) =
−(2µν − @µ@ν)Aµ(x; ) = 0 ; (8.36)
and by virtue of (6.3) are the HCLF ν(Aµ(x; )) = 0 containingD linear (degAµ(θ)ν(x; ) = 1)
equations, being algebraic in the sense of dierentiation on  and of the 2nd order linear
homogeneous partial dierential equations relative to dierentiation on xµ:
The partial supereld derivatives with respect to Aµ(x; ); Aµ(x; ) written in (8.36) in terms




@Aν(x; ) − @µ
@l,θ,xL(2)0 (x; )















The interpretation of expressions (8.37) is the identical to one described after formulae (8.9).
The supermatrix of the 2nd partial derivatives of S
(2)
L () with respect to
Aµ(x; ); Aν(y; )
(6.11) has the form









∥∥∥∥∥∥ = k"µνk (x− y) : (8.38)
Supermatrix (8.38) with respect to " grading is the usual matrix, whereas with respect to
" one K(2)(; x; y) is the supermatrix with only odd-odd block by virtue of (8.32). Rank of
K(2)(; x; y) depends on values of D = dimR1,D−1. So, for odd D, K(2)(; x; y) is always
degenerate with allowance made for skew-symmetry of "µν . For instance, for even D the choice
of "µν in the form
k"µνk =
∥∥∥∥∥ 0k 1k−1k 0k
∥∥∥∥∥ ; D = 2k; k 2 N (8.39)
yields the nondegenerate supermatrix (8.38).
Solutions for Eqs.(8.36) exist, providing fullment of assumption (6.7). Rank of supermatrix





∥∥∥∥∥jA = rank k(2µν − @µ@ν)kjA (x− y) = D − 1 ; (8.40)
and is always strictly less than n in the whole Mcl in question. In particular, for the case of
supereld free electrodynamics (D = 4), the value of rank in (8.40) is equal to 3 on arbitrary
supereld conguration.
There is only one dierential identity among equations (8.36), i.e. m = 1. It follows from
Corollary 2.1 that as the linear independent generator one can choose the following one
Rµ(x; y) = @µ(x− y);  = y : (8.41)
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The present vector model of supereld theory of elds in terminology of Sec.VI is GThST or,
equivalently, degenerate ThST with GGTST (8.41). GTST has the form of standard gradient
transformation according to (6.49)
Aµ(x; ) =
Z
dDy(@µ(x− y))(y; ) = @µ(x; ); ("P ; "; ")(x; ) = (0; 0; 0) (8.42)
with an arbitrary scalar supereld (x; ). The only S0(Aµ()) from other mentioned in this
subsection superfunctions is invariant with respect to transformation (8.42).
Consider the case of free massive vector supereld model for arbitrary D  2 (which for
D = 4 will describe the mass m neutral spin 1 particle). Formally it is necessary to exchange
the superfunctions S
(2)



















(x; ) ; (8.43)
so that a variation of the form (8.35) for S
(2)
Lm() and Euler-Lagrange equations for Zm[Aµ] =R
dS
(2)
Lm() take the representation respectively
S
(2)
Lm() = −S0m(Aµ()) = 
Z
dDx
Aν(x; )(@µFµν +m2Aν)(x; 0) ; (8.44)
lZm[Aµ]














Aµ(x; ) = 0 : (8.45)
Relationships (8.37), (8.38) remains valid in this case whereas the presence of massive summand






∥∥∥((2+m2)µν − @µ@ν)∥∥∥ (x− y) = D ; (8.46)
being valid almost everywhere in Mcl = fAµ(x; )g in view of zero-dimensionality of the cor-
responding surface of solutions 0A (6.8) for Eqs.(8.45).
In contrast to massless case the model has 3 physical degrees of freedom for D = 4 and
appears by the nondegenerate ThST without gauge invariance in force of the expression (8.46)
validity, but being by the singular theory in the terminology of Ref.[32]. Really, under applica-
tion of Dirac-Bergmann algorithm in constructing of the usual Hamiltonian formulation there
are 2 second-class constraints in the theory.
The equations of motion (8.36), (8.45) are linear and appear by the same for Pa() compo-
nents a = 0; 1 for massless and massive superelds Aµ(x; ), thus describing the same dynamics
of the corresponding for Aµ(x), Aµ1(x) particles. These equations after imposing of the Lorentz
additional condition, being for Eqs.(8.45) by its dierential consequence,
@µAµ(x; ) = 0 (8.47)




The Lagrangian formulation of GSTF constructed in the paper constitutes the fundamental
basis for general supereld quantization method for gauge theories in the Lagrangian (in the
usual sense) formalism. Successive and noncontradictory investigation of possible description
for arbitrary model of supereld theory of elds, being by extension of the usual eld theory,
is produced in the framework of GSTF. Global symmetry group J was introduced in the work.
Superspace M is realized which the classical superelds Aı() are dened on as representation
TJ  T elements. The nontrivial mathematical means are developed in the paper in algebraic
and analytic manners on the whole. Superfunction SL() coding all information about GSTF
model is dened on the space ToddMclfg. Concepts for the Lagrangian formalism description
for GThGT and GThST as well for nondegenerate theories together with important theorems
and their corollaries on structure of the so-called constraints, following from variational principle
and resulting to GTGT and GTST on a basis of the ordinary dierential equations theory
elements with operator d
dθ
developed in Sec.V.2, were considered.
The component formulation for GSTF in the Lagrangian formalism was presented. State-
ments and derivations of GSTF scheme are demonstrated on 6 examples: free massive complex
scalar supereld of spin 0 model, free massive spinor supereld of spin 1
2
model in D = 4 to-
gether with their corresponding self-interacting generalizations and free massless and massive
vector supereld models for arbitrary D  2. These examples appear by the starting points
to constructing of interacting supereld (on ) GThGT, for instance, of -supereld spinor or
scalar electrodynamics, by means of the gauge principle application [33] to the above considered
models with exception of the supereld Proca model.
In particular, it follows from mentioned examples the natural algorithm for construction,
starting from usual relativistic eld theory models, of their supereld generalization in the form
of natural system. To this end, it is sucient to extend the usual component eld according to
representation Tj J up to supereld, having built the superfunction S0(). Next, it is necessary
to add "kinetic" term in supereld form T (
A()) being invariant with respect to Tj J . Resulting
superfunction SL(A();
A()) appears by their dierence and denes GThST or nondegenerate
ThST, which has the HCLF following from variational principle and being by the nontrivial
(as it have been shown for interacting models(!)) supereld (on ) extension of the ordinary
relativistic (or being represented by tensors with respect to Tj J) dynamical equations. Original
eld theory model is obtained from supereld one, in rst, under restriction of all superfunctions
from Ck(ToddMcl  fg) down to Ck(Mcl  fg), and then from the latter superfunctions the
ordinary functions are singled out, in the invariant way, by means of involution  (4.13), (4.15)
or, equivalently, by setting  = 0.
Note, specially, the set of principal questions requiring of special resolution was successive
pointed out through all the paper. Their accurate analysis and resolution will be realized in
separate works.
In conclusion demonstrate the following analogy between quantities and relations of the
Lagrangian formulation for GSTF and of the classical mechanics in the usual Lagrangian for-
mulation with even with respect to P subgroup ("P  0) objects. Let us point out this analogy
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in the table form
usual classical mechanics GSTF
1: t 2 R− time (" J ; ")t = (0; 0)  2 11()− odd time ("P ; " J ; ") =
(1; 0; 1)
2: qa(t)− generalized coordinates Aı()− superelds ({ contains t)
(" J ; ")q
a(t) = ("a; "a)
3: _qa(t)− generalized velocities Aı()− odd generalized velocities
"( _qa(t)) = "a
4:M = fqag; TM = f(qa; _qa)g− Mcl = fAı()g; ToddMcl =
conguration space and f(Aı(); Aı())g − conguration space
tangent bundle and odd tangent bundle
5: L(q; _q; t)  L(t) : TM ftg ! R− SL(A();
A(); )  SL() : ToddMcl
Lagrange function; (" J ; ")L(t) = fg ! 1(;R)− superfunction of
(0; 0) Lagrangian classical action
("P ; " J ; ")SL() = (0; 0; 0)
6: S[q] =
R
dtL(q; _q; t)− classical Z[A] = R dSL(); ("P ; " J ; ")Z = (1; 0; 1)


















= 0− usual Euler-Lagrange Euler-Lagrange equations for Z[A]
equations
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